About the Haltec Tire Management System

The Haltec Tire Management System is an easy to use, labor saving alternative to manual tire inspections. Increase process efficiency by up to 50% with this completely customizable program. The system is compatible with all Haltec Automatic Tire Inflators. You will receive instant access to monitor an entire fleet or branch or even individual vehicles. The program is easily managed by either your desktop or a synced smart device such as a phone or a tablet. Real time, user friendly reports can be instantly generated as well as daily, monthly, quarterly and annual reports. Add new locations or vehicles to your customized system with ease in just seconds.

The Pneuspector Gauge allows you to collect the tire tread depth and air pressure electronically. By eliminating the need for pencil, paper and multiple tools, you can increase your efficiency by over 50%.

- Max pressure 150 PSI
- Precise air pressure measurements within 0.5 PSI
- Reliable tread depth readings up to 54/32nds
- Temperature Sensor
- Charging capabilities with replaceable Lithium batteries
- Chain 100 mA
- Communication through Bluetooth class 1 - 2.1+EDR
- Bluetooth potency 16 dBm
- LED lighting for inspections in low light
- Barcode Reader allows you to easily access all of your vehicles
The Vehicle Inspection Report shows a footprint of the vehicle and instantly color coordinates the tires based on fleet parameters.

See left: Red and yellow indicates low tread or air pressure and green indicates the tread is above pull point range as well as properly inflated.